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POSITRON-EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY OF BRAIN GLUCOSE METABOLISM

Basic Technique and Principles

Positron-emission tomography (PET) is a noninvasive functional imaging method of measuring local chemical functions in various body organs. In the brain, PET has been applied in the study of local glucose and oxygen utilization, blood flow, protein and DNA synthesis, as well as neurotransmitter synthesis, uptake and receptor binding. Unlike structural cerebral imaging studies, PET images are functional representations of various aspects of brain activity. PET can be used to measure baseline functional activity as well as physiologic or pathologic changes and responses (e.g. elicited by behavioral or pharmacologic manipulations) in cerebral activity.

The PET technique employs a camera consisting of multiple pairs of oppositely situated detectors, which are used to record the paired high energy (511 keV) photons traveling in opposite (±180°) directions as a result of positron decay (1, 2). The size and cross-sectional geometry of the detectors largely determine the spatial accuracy of the localization of the positron-emitting source. Tracer kinetic models that mathematically describe physiologic or biochemical reaction sequences of compounds labeled with positron-emitting isotopes permit a characterization of the kinetics and the mathematical expression for calculating actual rates of the biologic process being studied (3). The amount of activity measured in an organ depends on the kinetics of the metabolic process, the transport properties between the blood and the cellular site of the process, and the amount and time course of delivery of the activity to the organ by the blood (1).

The most widely available PET tracer is 2-deoxy-2[18F]fluoro-d-glucose (FDG) to measure glucose metabolism of various organs. FDG is also the most commonly used tracer for epilepsy studies, although several other tracers have been used or proposed to image the epileptic brain (Table 15.1). FDG is similar to 2-[14C]deoxyglucose, an analog of glucose and a tracer used in autoradiography studies of various animals used in laboratory experiments. In FDG, hydrogen on the number 2 carbon is substituted with the positron emitter 18F (half-life: 110 min).

FDG is transported in tissue and phosphorylated to FDG-6-phosphate in the same manner as glucose. However, FDG-6-phosphate is not a substrate for the next reaction step of glycolysis, and also not a significant substrate for glycogen synthesis or for the pentose shunt. Thus, since it cannot immediately leave the cell, phosphorylated FDG gets trapped without significant further metabolism, and its location and amount can be measured by PET as the 18F decays. FDG is similar to glucose in its plasma to tissue transport and phosphorylation; thus, under steady-state conditions, FDG uptake reflects the utilization rate of exogenous glucose. In the brain, this rate is highly related to the synaptic density and functional activity of the brain tissue.

In order to quantify the measured process, e.g. to determine absolute glucose metabolic rates in various brain regions using FDG PET, it is necessary to perform independent measurements of the activity as a function of time in the arterial blood. Unlike for PET measurements of many other functions, accurate estimation of local cerebral metabolic rates can be achieved by obtaining a single set of PET images, provided that the arterial input function (from either timed arterial blood samples or dynamic PET scanning of the left ventricular blood pool) has been acquired. When analyzing pediatric PET scans, however, one has to keep in
mind that absolute metabolic rates undergo major physiologic changes during brain development, with a temporary increase of brain metabolism above normal adult levels followed by a gradual decline to reach adult levels by the end of adolescence (4, 5). Furthermore, in patients with epilepsy, absolute glucose metabolic rates can be affected (usually decreased) by antiepileptic drugs (such as barbiturates, phenytoin, carbamazepine, benzodiazepines, or valproate) (6–8). These effects can be diminished by calculating metabolic rates normalized to the whole brain metabolism.

In clinical practice, however, absolute quantification is not always necessary. Since the regional pattern of cerebral glucose metabolic rate is largely fixed after 1 year of age (5), focal decreases or increases in FDG uptake can be reliably identified using activity images without calculating absolute glucose metabolic rates. In patients with unilateral seizure foci (that are potential candidates for epilepsy surgery if the seizures are medically intractable), use of asymmetry indices created from activity measured in various portions of the presumed epileptic hemisphere and from the contralateral homologous brain regions is a simple and sensitive method of detecting focal functional abnormalities of cortical and subcortical structures of the epileptic brain.

Clinical Use of FDG Positron-emission Tomography Studies in Epilepsy

Temporal Lobe Epilepsy

Initial FDG PET studies were performed more than two decades ago in patients with intractable complex partial seizures of temporal lobe origin, and showed localized glucose metabolic changes (interictal hypometabolism) that apparently coincided with the general location of the electroencephalography (EEG)-defined epileptic focus (Fig. 15.1) (9–11).

The sensitivity of PET to identify the epileptogenic temporal lobe has significantly improved, and is estimated to be around 85–90% or even beyond (12–15), largely as a result of the application of high-resolution scanners and advanced analytic methods. FDG PET can show relative temporal hypometabolism in more than 50% of patients with nonlateralized surface ictal EEG findings (16). Thus, application of PET in the evaluation of patients with intractable epilepsy has had a significant impact on management (16–18). In many cases, use of FDG PET could replace invasive EEG monitoring (depth electrodes) that, before the widespread application of advanced MRI techniques, was often otherwise inevitable.

Recent advances in analysis techniques of MRI (including application of fluid attenuation recovery techniques, hippocampal volumetry, and proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy) have led to very reliable noninvasive detection of hippocampal sclerosis by MRI, eliminating the need for functional imaging or invasive EEG monitoring in the majority of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). In fact, FDG PET rarely provides additional clinical information when hippocampal atrophy is obvious on MRI (13). Therefore, PET is now generally reserved for those cases in which MRI fails to provide the necessary lateralization information. A recent study has lent support to this by showing that FDG PET is indeed able to lateralize the epileptic focus in TLE patients with subtle or absent quantitative MRI abnormalities (19). This study also demonstrated that glucose metabolism in medial temporal structures is often reduced over and above the severity of histopathologic changes, although the pathomechanism of hypometabolism remains to be determined.

A recent study on children with new-onset seizures found lower incidence of focal hypometabolism than expected from previous data obtained from patients with long-term, intractable epilepsy (20), suggesting that at least some of the hypometabolic areas may be the consequence of repeated seizures rather than simply indicating an area that is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Half-life</th>
<th>Tracer</th>
<th>Target Function</th>
<th>Change in Epileptic Focus</th>
<th>Clinical Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>¹⁸F</td>
<td>109 min</td>
<td>2-deoxy-²⁻¹⁸F-fluoro-D-glucose (FDG)</td>
<td>Glucose metabolism</td>
<td>Interictal decrease *</td>
<td>TLE (nondesional) ETLE Childhood epilepsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹⁸F-cycloxy</td>
<td>Mu and kappa opiate receptors</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¹¹C</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>¹¹C-flumazenil</td>
<td>GABA&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt; receptors</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>TLE/dual pathology ETLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹¹C-methyl-k-tryptophan</td>
<td>Tryptophan metabolism to serotonin or quinolinic acid</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Tuberous sclerosis ETLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹¹C-FCWAY</td>
<td>5-HT&lt;sub&gt;1A&lt;/sub&gt; receptors</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(S)-N-methyl-[¹¹C]ketamine</td>
<td>NMDA receptors</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹¹C-doxepin</td>
<td>Histamine H&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; receptors</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹¹C-carfentanil</td>
<td>Mu opiate receptors</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>¹¹C-methyl-nalfprop</td>
<td>Delta opiate receptors</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Except if cortex is actively spiking during uptake period.
ETLE, extra-temporal-lobe epilepsy; n.e., not established in clinical practice; TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy.
primary site of seizures. Postoperative recovery of hypometabolism in remote areas in the frontal lobe after successful resection of the temporal focus (21, 22), also suggests that some of the hypometabolic areas are largely functional and potentially reversible if the primary epileptogenic region is excised.

It has been extensively demonstrated that interictal hypometabolic regions are not strictly confined to the presumed temporal epileptogenic zone or to the brain tissue showing pathologic changes, but commonly extend beyond temporal structures (12, 13, 23–25). Additional brain regions most commonly demonstrating interictal hypometabolism in TLE include ipsilateral parietal and frontal cortex as well as thalamus (Fig. 15.1B); these remote cortical regions, however, rarely show epileptiform activity on EEG and their resection is usually not necessary to alleviate seizures. Nevertheless, intracranial EEG studies should address extratemporal cortex with hypometabolism in cases where scalp ictal EEG abnormalities are not strictly confined to the temporal lobe but show a wider field potentially involving these extratemporal regions.

In addition to commonly extending beyond epileptogenic brain regions, the actual degree of glucose metabolic changes depends on the physiologic state of the tissue. For example, seizures during the tracer uptake and even frequent interictal spikes can significantly increase local glucose metabolism and can potentially mask or falsely lateralize hypometabolic epileptic foci (26–29). Therefore, continuous EEG monitoring during the FDG uptake period is essential to avoid false interpretation of focal abnormalities of glucose metabolism (30). Ictal FDG PET studies are often difficult to interpret also because they often reveal complex patterns of increased and decreased glucose metabolism (reflecting a mixture of ictal and postictal metabolism). In these cases, FDG PET may have to be repeated in the interictal state or use of another PET tracer may become necessary.

Extratemporal Lobe Epilepsy

Early FDG PET studies in extratemporal epilepsy found focal, regional, or hemispheric hypometabolism in approximately two-thirds of adult patients with frontal lobe foci, and these abnormalities correlated well with electroclinical ictal localization (31). Using high-resolution PET scanning, da Silva et al. (32) reported unilateral frontal lobe hypometabolism in 85% of epileptic children with a frontal lobe focus and normal CT and MRI scan. The location of frontal lobe PET abnormality corresponded to the area of seizure onset in four-fifths of the patients. Recent studies have demonstrated consistently that computerized analysis of FDG PET scans may assist accurate and objective identification of extratemporal lobe epileptic foci (33–35).

When onset of frontal lobe seizures is in the neonatal period or in infancy, an underlying structural lesion is often present even when the MRI is normal (Fig. 15.2). Under these circumstances, FDG PET can be useful in defining an area of hypometabolism that both correlates with the extent of microdysgenesis (36) and delineates the general area of epileptogenicity. However, the extent of abnormal neocortical metabolism often exceeds the electrophysiologically defined epileptogenic region. Correlation studies between
neocortical FDG PET abnormalities and ictal and interictal intracranial EEG data have demonstrated that, although FDG PET can detect abnormal cortical areas in patients with normal structural neuroimaging, and can correctly identify the general region of the epileptogenic cortex, its limited specificity for the precise area of seizure onset (37, 38). Consistent with this, the extent of glucose hypometabolism ipsilateral to the seizure focus did not correlate with the epileptogenic tissue to be resected as determined by intracranial EEG (39). Nevertheless, findings from FDG PET can be useful to guide the placement of subdural electrodes, which otherwise must solely rely on seizure semiology and scalp electrode findings. Use of more specific tracers or application of other functional imaging modalities (e.g. ictal SPECT) can also help further, more precise, delineation of the epileptogenic tissue; this becomes particularly important when the epileptic focus potentially involves eloquent brain regions (primary motor, speech or visual areas).

Positron-emission Tomography Scanning of Epilepsy Syndromes in Childhood

Application of FDG PET has improved our understanding of the possible pathomechanism of epilepsy in various pediatric epilepsy syndromes and also has had an impact on their clinical management. For example, based on their electroclinical features, infantile spasms have been considered to be generalized seizures resulting from complex cortico-subcortical interactions. However, on PET scanning, most infants diagnosed with ‘cryptogenic’ spasms have focal or multifocal cortical regions of abnormal glucose utilization (Fig. 15.3). Histologic analysis of such regions (when a surgical resection is undertaken) often reveals areas of cortical dysplasia that are commonly missed by MRI (40, 41).

When a single region of abnormal glucose utilization is apparent on PET, corresponding to the EEG focus, and the spasms are intractable, surgical removal of the focus with abnormal metabolism results not only in seizure control but also in reversal of the associated developmental delay.

FIG. 15.2. A. FDG PET showing a well-defined area of hypometabolism in the superior parietal cortex of a 7.5-year-old girl with intractable seizures that started at 2 years of age. MRI was unremarkable but the abrupt decrease of cortical metabolism on PET suggested a lesion. B. Three-dimensional surface reconstruction from volumetric MRI (top view), superimposed with the FDG PET abnormality (>10% decrease of glucose metabolism; red area) as well as the subdural electrode array. The seizures originated from electrodes located behind the PET abnormality (white circles), while the hypometabolic cortex was 'silent' (these electrodes are represented by black open circles). Histology from the resected parietal tissue showed cortical dysplasia with balloon cells.

FIG. 15.3. Left frontal and temporal hypometabolism (arrows) in a 13-month-old boy with cryptogenic infantile spasms.
Most patients with bilateral multifocal areas of hypometabolism are not surgical candidates; however, if all seizures arise from one area, resective surgery may ameliorate the epilepsy but not improve cognitive status to the same extent as in those infants with a unifocal PET abnormality. When the pattern of glucose hypometabolism is generalized and symmetric, a lesional etiology is not likely and neurometabolic or neurogenetic disorders should be considered in further evaluating the child.

In children with Lennox–Gastaut syndrome (triad of multiple seizure types, developmental delay, and 1–2.5 Hz generalized ‘slow’ spike and wave EEG pattern), PET has provided a new classification based on metabolic anatomy. Four metabolic subtypes have been identified: unilateral focal, unilateral diffuse and bilateral diffuse hypometabolism, as well as normal patterns (42, 43). Patients with unilateral focal and unilateral diffuse patterns may be occasionally considered for cortical resection provided that there is concordance between PET and ictal EEG findings.

In patients at the advanced stage of Sturge–Weber syndrome, FDG PET typically reveals widespread unilateral hemispheric hypometabolism ipsilateral to the facial port wine stain in a distribution that commonly extends beyond the structural abnormalities depicted on CT or MRI scans (44, 45) (Fig. 15.4). The seizures often arise from the mildly hypometabolic cortex outside the region of the visible angioma or cortical atrophy.

The advantage of using PET in Sturge–Weber syndrome is to delineate the extent of functional involvement of cortical areas outside the region of the angioma, and MRI-detected atrophy, thus assisting in the assessment of candidacy for early hemispherectomy or focal cortical resection. FDG PET scans in these patients may also assess the rapidity of hemispheric demise and, indeed, those patients whose affected hemisphere becomes severely hypometabolic rapidly may not require surgical intervention because, in a sense, they are undergoing ‘autohemispherectomy’ and forcing the contralateral hemisphere to undergo reorganization changes early and optimally. This is in contrast to those patients whose affected hemisphere shows mild hypometabolism associated with persistent seizures and cognitive delay; these are the subjects who require surgical intervention to enhance effective reorganization in the contralateral hemisphere while brain plasticity is at a maximum during development (45).

Hemimegalecephaly is a developmental brain malformation characterized by congenital hypertrophy of one cerebral hemisphere with ipsilateral ventriculomegaly. When the epilepsy is medically uncontrolled, cerebral hemispherectomy is recommended. Glucose metabolism PET studies suggest that children with hemimegalecephaly often show additional less pronounced abnormalities in the opposite hemisphere, thus accounting for the suboptimal cognitive outcome even with complete seizure control (46). FDG PET is, therefore, a useful diagnostic tool in such children to assess the functional integrity of the contralateral hemisphere prior to hemispherectomy and helps predict cognitive outcome, which, in children with hemimegalencephaly, is generally worse than in children who have undergone hemispherectomy for other conditions, such as congenital hemiplegic cerebral palsy, Sturge–Weber syndrome or Rasmussen’s encephalitis.

Rasmussen’s syndrome is an example where FDG PET can facilitate early diagnosis and management. In the early stage of this disease, CT and MRI are often unremarkable for several months after the clinical manifestation of the disease. In this stage of the disease, however, FDG PET scanning already shows areas of abnormal metabolism restricted mostly to the frontal and temporal regions, whereas the posterior cortex is usually preserved (47) (Fig. 15.5). Pathologic changes seen in the resected cortex are more pronounced in cortical areas of abnormal glucose metabolism than in
regions showing normal metabolism. Thus, FDG PET performed early during the course of Rasmussen's syndrome can facilitate the correct diagnosis and may also guide the site of brain biopsy when indicated.

Metabolic Correlates of Cognitive and Behavioral Abnormalities in Epilepsy

As discussed above, focal or regional glucose metabolic abnormalities on PET commonly extend beyond the presumed epileptogenic zone. These nonepileptogenic dysfunctional areas are of clinical interest because they often are associated with neuropsychological correlates. For example, in patients with unilateral TLE, presence of bitemporal glucose hypometabolism is associated with poor memory performance (48). In addition, TLE patients who perform poorly in tests of frontal lobe function often exhibit hypometabolism of the frontal lobe in addition to the temporal lobe epileptogenic zone, and impairment of verbal and performance intelligence measures in patients with TLE is associated with prefrontal involvement on the PET scan (49).

In infants with epileptic spasms, bilateral temporal hypometabolism (typically affecting both hippocampus and superior temporal gyri) is strongly associated with autistic features or pervasive developmental delay (50). A different pattern of bitemporal hypometabolism has been found in children with TLE and interictal aggressive behavior (51). In this latter group of patients, bitemporal hypometabolism was present in the temporal neocortex but the medial temporal (limbic) structures were relatively preserved in their glucose metabolism. Bilateral medial prefrontal hypometabolism was also a common finding in these patients, and the severity of temporal cortical hypometabolism in relation to the preserved medial temporal metabolism correlated well with the severity of aggression. These findings suggest that disinhibition of medial temporal lobe structures by temporal neocortex (and perhaps medial prefrontal cortex) may be important in producing a phenotype of aggression. On the other hand, if the medial temporal lobe structures are also hypometabolic, an autistic phenotype is seen, as in monkeys that have been subjected to bilateral medial temporal lesions (52).

NEURO-RECEPTOR AND LIGAND POSITRON-EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY STUDIES

Positron-emission tomograph scanning of various neurotransmitter systems has been a rapidly evolving field of functional neuroimaging in neurology and psychiatry during the past decade. In epilepsy, the main emphasis of this effort is to find new PET tracers that are able to detect focal neurotransmitter and/or receptor abnormalities of the epileptic brain, thus providing a better, more specific noninvasive delineation of epileptic foci. Indeed, development of novel PET tracers targeting neurotransmitter systems has proved to be feasible, and a handful of these tracers are increasingly becoming clinically utilized in several epilepsy centers worldwide. In this section, we summarize the most important methodologic aspects and emerging clinical applications of these PET tracers in the study of human epilepsy, with special emphasis on patients with medically intractable seizures, and review the current role of these PET tracers during presurgical evaluation. We also demonstrate how correlation between structural MRI and ligand/neuroreceptor PET findings can facilitate more accurate detection of functional abnormalities in the epileptic brain, to provide new insights into the pathophysiology of human epilepsy.

Methodologic Aspects of Ligand/Neuroreceptor PET Scanning

One of the major targets of functional neuroimaging in epilepsy is the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) system in
the brain. GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the human brain, and GABAergic mechanisms play a key role in regulating central nervous system excitability and susceptibility to seizures (53). The action of GABA is mediated in part by the GABA_A receptor complex, the site of action of numerous therapeutic pharmacologic agents (such as benzodiazepines) and several drugs of abuse. Flumazenil is a benzodiazepine antagonist that binds to the alpha subunit of the GABA_A receptor. The PET tracer [11C]flumazenil (FMZ) can be used to obtain quantitative images of GABA_A receptor binding.

Patients undergoing FMZ PET should not take drugs (such as benzodiazepines) that directly interact with the GABA_A receptors. In clinical studies with FMZ PET, patients taking benzodiazepine drugs have generally been excluded, but the effects of drugs that result in allosteric interactions with GABA_A receptors have not been well studied. Chronic vigabatrin treatment was associated with decreased regional GABA_A receptor binding in young children with partial seizures or infantile spasms (106), but no similar effects were reported in adults (54). Age-related changes in FMZ binding have been reported in humans (55) and, in normal adult volunteers, baseline FMZ binding values are 25–50% lower (depending on the brain region) than those in children around 2 years of age (measured in the nonepileptic hemisphere of children with epilepsy).

During FMZ PET scanning in children, sedation is often unavoidable. Among commonly used sedatives, pentobarbital was reported to have no significant effect on in-vitro FMZ binding (56). Chloral hydrate (1000 mg taken orally) was found to cause a negligible increase in in-vivo FMZ binding of the whole brain in a small group of adults with partial epilepsy (55).

Quantification of FMZ PET images can be performed using a three-compartmental model (57) or a simpler two-compartmental model (58). This latter model yields parametric images of the volume of distribution (V_P) of the tracer in tissue and the ligand influx rate constant (K_i). V_P is a macroparameter incorporating both receptor density (B_max) and receptor affinity (K_D), and represents B_max/K_D. These two components can only be separated by more than one injection with different FMZ concentrations, i.e. to obtain multiple PET scans and produce a Scatchard plot. Such studies are feasible and may be useful to estimate receptor density and affinity in vivo (59) but are not practical. For example, even two PET studies in the same patient would allow for a suboptimal Scatchard analysis with only two points. On the other hand, V_P images allow visualization of a quantitative measure of GABA_A receptor binding and are much easier to obtain.

Direct comparisons of in-vivo FMZ binding using PET with ex-vivo binding measured in resected epileptic tissues using [3H]FMZ autoradiography showed that, after correction for partial volume effects, the degree of in-vivo FMZ binding correlated well with ex-vivo measurements of GABA_A receptor binding in the epileptogenic hippocampi of patients with medial TLE (60). However, laminar analysis of resected spiking cortex from patients with TLE suggests that decreased in-vivo FMZ binding is not necessarily due to decreased GABA_A receptor density but may be due to complex changes that include both B_max and K_D in different cortical layers. In fact, [3H]FMZ autoradiography studies showed increased B_max in cortical layers V–VI of spiking cortex but decreased receptor affinity that outweighed the increased binding such that the net effect was a decrease in V_P shown as an area of decreased FMZ uptake on the PET images (61).

The cortical-layer-specific increase of receptor number may be a compensatory mechanism for decreased GABAergic input. Limited spatial resolution of PET precludes laminar analysis of cortical FMZ binding in vivo, but the findings demonstrate that decreased FMZ binding on PET may be the result of spatial summation of multiple changes in GABA_A receptor function. This may explain why, in some patients with focal epilepsy, no focal abnormalities of in-vivo FMZ binding can be detected in the EEG-determined epileptic focus, while others show focal increases of FMZ binding on PET.

A drawback of absolute quantification yielding FMZ V_P images is the requirement of arterial blood sampling to provide blood input function. Elimination of arterial blood sampling can facilitate more widespread clinical application of FMZ PET scanning and is particularly desirable in the pediatric patient population. In fact, visual as well as objective detection of focal cortical and subcortical abnormalities for clinical purposes can be reliably achieved using FMZ ‘activity’ images that do not require arterial blood sampling. Comparison of focal FMZ abnormalities in patients with neocortical epileptic foci showed that summed FMZ ‘activity’ images obtained between 10 and 20 minutes after tracer injection represented the best overall agreement between FMZ activity and V_P images, as compared to activity images obtained from an earlier (5–10 min) or later (15–30 min) time frame (62). Slight differences between the V_P and FMZ activity images can be caused by the tracer influx parameter K_i.

Another neurotransmitter system that has proved to be important in the functional neuroimaging of epilepsy is the serotonergic system and tryptophan metabolism. In-vitro observations showing increased serotonin (5-HT) content and immunoreactivity in human epileptic tissue (63, 64) have led to the application of the PET tracer [11C]methyl-L-tryptophan (AMT) in the study of epilepsy. AMT is an analog of tryptophan (the precursor of 5-HT), and is converted in the brain to [11C]methyl-serotonin, which is not a substrate for the degradative enzyme monoamine oxidase, and therefore accumulates in serotonergic terminals. This has been demonstrated in rats, where labeled AMT accumulated in high concentration in serotonergic cell bodies in the raphe nuclei (65). [11C]methyl-serotonin present in nerve terminals was released by K+ induced depolarization, suggesting that this tracer is stored with the releasable pool of serotonin (66). Further, AMT, unlike tryptophan, is not incorporated into proteins in significant amounts (65, 67) and is therefore a suitable tracer for the measurement of serotonin synthesis.
in vivo in humans with PET, although it does not measure the absolute rate of serotonin synthesis.

Studies in animals (65, 68) and humans (69, 70) have suggested that the kinetic behavior of AMT can be described by a three-compartmental model using first-order rate constants. After transport of AMT across the blood–brain barrier, free AMT in the cytoplasm is either metabolized (to $\text{[14]}$C-methyl-serotonin or via the kynurenine pathway; see below), or is irreversibly trapped, presumably in a serotonin synthesis precursor pool. The unidirectional uptake rate constant (K-complex) represents the combined unidirectional uptake into all three pools. The K-complex is found to be stable within an individual, and the rank order of regional brain values for this parameter is consistent with the rank order for serotonin content in the human brain (71).

An alternative route of tryptophan metabolism in the brain is via the enzymes 2,3-dioxygenase and indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase, which are part of the kynurenine pathway. Under normal circumstances, levels of the metabolites of these pathways are 100–1000-fold lower than the concentration of tryptophan in the brain (72) and thus metabolites of the kynurenine pathway do not contribute significantly to the accumulation of AMT. Under pathologic conditions, however, induction of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (e.g. by infections, viruses, or interferons) can lead to significant metabolism of tryptophan along the alternative kynurenine pathway. Among numerous metabolites of this pathway, quinolinic acid is neurotoxic, and a strong convulsant through its agonist action at the excitatory N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. In fact, preliminary data from surgically resected brain tissue from children with tuberous sclerosis complex and intractable epilepsy have indicated that accumulation of quinolinic acid may contribute to the high in-vivo uptake of AMT in epileptogenic cortex (73).

In addition to using AMT for evaluating serotonin synthesis and tryptophan metabolism via the kynurenine pathway, an emerging approach is to image 5-HT$_\text{1A}$ receptors by PET. Using $\text{[11]}$C-WAY, 5-HT$_\text{1A}$ receptor binding can be reliably measured in vivo (74). Preliminary PET studies in TLE showed decreased $\text{[18]}$F-FCWAY binding in the temporal lobe ipsilateral to the seizure focus as defined by EEG data (75).

Further PET tracers for in vivo investigation of other neurotransmitter systems, such as $\text{[11]}$C-carfentanil (76), $\text{[11]}$C-diprenorphine (77), or $\text{[18]}$F-cyclofoxy (78) for opiate receptors, $\text{[11]}$C-dexepin for histamine H$_\text{3}$ receptors (79), and $\text{[S]}$-$\text{[11]}$C-ketamine for NMDA-receptors (80) have not been adequately tested in epileptic patients but preliminary studies suggest that they may also be potentially useful in detecting epileptic cortex (see also Clinical applications, below).

Data Analysis

Qualitative visual analysis of ligand and neuroreceptor PET studies can be satisfactory for clinical purposes, with certain limitations. For example, since FMZ binding is relatively high in the medial temporal structures, unilateral decrease of FMZ binding in the hippocampus can be reliably identified, while bilateral symmetric decreases might be hard to interpret visually. Visual interpretation is also reliable to detect unilateral focal cortical decreases of FMZ binding but, again, is less reliable in detection of bilateral FMZ PET abnormalities and is not accurate in defining the extent of cortical areas with abnormal receptor binding.

Anatomical accuracy of ligand and neuroreceptor PET abnormalities can be enhanced by co-registering PET images with high-resolution MRI. This approach is especially useful when functional activity in very small brain structures, such as hippocampus, amygdala, or thalamic nuclei, is to be measured. High-resolution MRI-based partial volume correction enhances detection of FMZ binding in these structures (24, 81) and provides higher sensitivity to alterations than visual evaluation in patients with TLE, where focal decrease of FMZ binding in the medial temporal structures as well as in the thalamic ipsilateral to the seizure focus is common. One such study using PET/MRI co-registration found that the reduction in hippocampal FMZ binding is over and above what would be expected from loss of hippocampal volume, thus indicating that atrophy is not the sole determinant of GABA$_\text{A}$ receptor binding decrease in medial TLE and that other factors also contribute to decreased hippocampal FMZ binding (81).

Objective interpretation of PET images can be also performed using voxel-by-voxel analysis with statistical parametric mapping (SPM) (82). SPM is a robust, objective method of comparing patient groups with normal control groups, can detect common abnormalities of FMZ binding (83, 84), and is also applied to other types of PET measurement. This approach often reveals subtle abnormalities that are difficult to appreciate by visual or region-of-interest (ROI)-based image analysis. For example, using SPM and FMZ PET, involvement of the insular cortex was reported in 60% of patients with medial TLE (84). The presence or absence of such abnormalities did not predict surgical outcome but their regional distribution (anterior vs posterior insula) was related to ictal symptoms (emotional vs somesthetic symptoms, respectively).

The SPM analytic approach has been also useful to delineate focal abnormalities of cortical FMZ binding in patients with neocortical epileptic foci, including those with normal MRI and those with structural lesion (85, 86). Unlike previous ROI-based studies, these SPM studies consistently showed not only focal decreases but also increases of FMZ binding (85, 87), although the exact nature of these abnormalities is not entirely clear. Some of the areas showing increased FMZ binding coincide with focal cortical developmental malformations (88). Since no detailed EEG comparisons have been performed, the causative relationship between these focal abnormalities and epileptogenicity is not established.

In a recent study of 10 patients with malformations of cortical development, correction for partial volume effects for the area of MRI-defined malformation as well as for
adjacent and overlying regions was applied (108). This study found decreased FMZ binding in some of the malformations but increased binding in some adjacent volumes of interest. Altogether, these studies demonstrate that objective analytic approaches are capable of identifying otherwise unappreciated abnormalities of abnormal FMZ binding that often extend beyond the structurally abnormal cortex representing functional abnormalities of GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors.

The SPM technique also allows objective analysis of FMZ binding in the white matter (which normally shows very low FMZ binding) by applying explicit white matter masking (90). These studies showed increased FMZ binding in the normal appearing temporal lobe white matter ipsilateral to the epileptic focus in patients with TLE and normal MRI. These white matter abnormalities were associated with microdysgenesis demonstrated by histopathology. In this case, FMZ V<sub>0</sub> provided an in-vivo neuronal marker indicating increased number of white matter ectopic neurons in the epileptogenic temporal lobe. This is a potentially important finding, considering that ectopic neurons can contribute to epileptogenesis by providing an aberrant circuitry (91).

A drawback of voxel-based analytic approaches is that warping of native images to a predefined template requires smoothing, and results in a reduction of the original image resolution. An alternative objective method of delineating cortical PET abnormalities is based on analysis of asymmetries of small homologous cortical regions (33). The procedure uses native (unwarped) PET images and allows identification of abnormal cortical tracer content based on asymmetry indices derived from small bilateral homotopic cortical areas according to a predefined cutoff threshold (typically between 8% and 15%, depending on the PET tracer used), determined from PET scans of normal control subjects. The only major assumption made is that one of the hemispheres (contralateral to the presumed epileptic focus) is for the most part normal, and can serve as an internal control for the other hemisphere containing the epileptic focus. This, of course, is not always a valid assumption and is one of the pitfalls of the method.

The program marks all cortical segments in which the asymmetry of activity concentration exceeds the cutoff threshold. These marked PET images are then co-registered with the volumetric MRI image of the patient, and the PET abnormalities are surface-rendered, i.e. they are directly displayed on the cortical surface reconstructed from the patient's high-resolution MRI (Fig. 15.6). For patients undergoing subdural EEG recording, the locations of intracranial electrodes can be accurately identified and visualized on the three-dimensionally rendered brain surface by using digital X-ray images with fiducial markers (92, 93) or digital intraoperative photographs showing locations of electrode contacts on the cortex (94). These techniques allow direct comparison of objectively defined functional imaging abnormalities with ictal and interictal intracranial EEG datasets. Such comparisons provide a powerful way of exploring the functional relationship between ligand/neuororeceptor and electrophysiologic abnormalities of the epileptic cortex.

In patients with epilepsy and structural brain lesion(s), multimodal imaging of co-registered structural (MRI) and functional (PET or SPECT) abnormalities allows analysis of functional abnormalities in the lesions themselves as well as in the perilesional cortex (38, 95, 96). The benefit of simultaneous analysis of PET and MRI images has been well demonstrated in children with the tuberous sclerosis complex and intractable epilepsy (95). In these patients, MRI and FDG PET typically show multiple, typically bilateral lesions, but the seizures often originate from one of the lesions, as suggested by seizure semiology and ictal EEG.

![FIG. 15.6. X-ray-based identification of subdural grid electrodes for PET co-registration on the three-dimensional brain surface, reconstructed from volumetric MRI. A. The X-ray and MRI image datasets are co-registered using fiducial markers (two on the left and one on the right side), which form a triangle in the image space. B. Locations of the grid electrodes derived from the co-registered X-ray, superimposed to the brain surface, showing the objectively defined PET abnormalities in the left frontal and temporal cortex. A 1 x 10 electrode grid is located in the medial frontal–temporal area and cannot be directly visualized on the lateral surface.](image-url)
However, neither MRI nor FDG PET can identify the epileptogenic lesion. In contrast, AMT PET often shows relatively increased uptake in the epileptogenic lesions and decreased uptake in the remaining ones (see Clinical applications, below). Thus, measurement of relative AMT uptake in the MRI-identified lesions can help differentiate epileptogenic from nonepileptogenic tubers.

**Clinical Applications**

**Flumazenil Positron-emission Tomography Scanning of GABA<sub>A</sub> Receptors**

Among various neurotransmitter PET tracers used in epilepsy, FMZ is the one that has been most widely applied clinically. Initial studies using PET with FMZ showed significantly reduced binding in the epileptic focus of patients with partial epilepsy (97). Since then, several PET studies have demonstrated that areas of decreased FMZ binding commonly occur in patients with intractable partial epilepsy of both temporal and extratemporal origin, and that these abnormal regions tend to be spatially more restricted than corresponding regions of cortical glucose hypometabolism (15, 23, 59, 98).

**Temporal Lobe Epilepsy**

Flumazenil PET is highly sensitive in TLE and shows decreased FMZ binding in the sclerotic hippocampus in patients with medial TLE (23, 83). This high sensitivity of FMZ PET can be particularly useful in patients with a potentially epileptogenic cortical lesion when presence of dual pathology (co-existence of neocortical lesion and hippocampal sclerosis) is suspected (99) (Fig. 15.7). Undiagnosed dual pathology can be a source of surgical failure, since resection of both the cortical lesion and the affected hippocampus is necessary to optimize the surgical results. In some cases FMZ PET can detect multiple areas of decreased binding, including both the hippocampus and neocortical areas that do not show any obvious lesion on MRI. In such cases, intracranial EEG recordings are necessary to determine whether both the hippocampal and neocortical area is epileptogenic or, alternatively, one of them is the primary focus and the other may represent remote abnormality of GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors; such areas are often targeted by rapid seizure spread (see also Extratemporal epilepsy, below).

Since decreased FMZ binding in pure medial TLE is largely (although not completely) confined to the affected temporal lobe, FMZ PET can be also helpful in patients where medial TLE is suspected (based on seizure semiology and/or ictal EEG recordings) but FDG PET shows additional extratemporal hypometabolism. Such regions of hypometabolism (most commonly in parietal or prefrontal cortex) may be seen with chronic epilepsy and do not necessarily indicate epileptogenicity, but may be associated with cognitive dysfunction. One comparative analysis of such cases suggested that decreased FMZ binding represents localized neuronal loss and/or receptor changes in the epileptogenic zone, whereas the more extensive glucose hypometabolism on FDG PET may reflect diaschisis (23). On the other hand, extratemporal cortical involvement on FMZ PET of patients with suspected TLE warrants caution, and may require consideration of intracranial EEG monitoring of the affected extratemporal areas, especially if the electroclinical findings cannot definitively exclude the extension of epileptogenic areas beyond the temporal lobe. Nevertheless, with clinical application of advanced MRI techniques, the overwhelming majority of patients with intractable TLE and hippocampal sclerosis do not require FMZ (or other types of) PET studies during their presurgical evaluation, and the use of FMZ PET is the subject of individual consideration.

The clinical significance of FMZ PET abnormalities in TLE and normal hippocampal volumes is less established.

**FIG. 15.7.** [11C]Flumazenil PET detecting dual pathology (arrows) consisting of a dysplastic area in the left posterior temporal region and decreased FMZ binding in the ipsilateral hippocampus indicating hippocampal sclerosis.
Transient and falsely lateralizing FMZ PET asymmetries have been reported in three patients with normal hippocampal MRI by Ryvlin et al. (100). In contrast, Lamusuo et al. (101) found decreased temporal FMZ binding ipsilateral to the EEG-defined seizure focus in 46% of medial TLE patients with normal hippocampal volumes. Histologic examination verified the presence of hippocampal damage in these cases, suggesting that FMZ PET can be useful to lateralize the epileptic temporal lobe in some TLE patients with normal volumetric MRI.

Using a more complex analytic method (by combining SPM and an MRI-based volume-of-interest approach with partial volume correction) in a similar group of MRI-negative TLE patients, Koepp et al. (102) found focal decreases and/or increases of FMZ binding ipsilateral to the presumed epileptic focus in 80% of the cases. However, these abnormalities did not consistently localize the epileptic focus. Altogether, these studies demonstrate a relatively high prevalence of focal FMZ binding abnormalities in TLE patients with normal MRI, but it remains unclear how these changes contribute to the presurgical evaluation of these patients and how they affect outcome after surgery.

Extratemporal Epilepsy

Since current surgical results remain suboptimal in extratemporal (neocortical) epilepsies, especially in the pediatric population, there has been a great deal of interest in applying neuroreceptor PET tracers in the presurgical evaluation of such patients, with special emphasis on those with normal MRI or cortical developmental malformations. Studies to date indicate that FMZ PET is a promising imaging modality, which often shows decreased binding in the presumed epileptic focus shown on EEG even when the MRI appears normal (Fig. 15.8). Comparisons with intracranial ictal EEG findings have shown 57–100% sensitivity of FMZ PET in detecting neocortical epileptic foci, depending on the patient population and the applied analytic approach (15, 37, 103, 104). In a detailed comparison of objectively defined, surface-rendered FDG and FMZ PET abnormalities (using an asymmetry-based approach; see Analysis) and intracranial EEG data, Muzik et al. (37) found areas of decreased FMZ binding to be significantly more sensitive for detecting zones of seizure onset and frequent interictal spiking than areas of glucose hypometabolism. A close spatial relationship between seizure onset zone and the area showing reduced FMZ binding also has been reported in patients with cortical dysplasia (105).

Collectively, these findings suggest that FMZ PET is a useful clinical tool to further delineate potentially epileptogenic neocortex and to guide and enhance subdural electrode coverage for intracranial EEG monitoring. One of the few studies that have analyzed surgical outcome data in young patients who underwent cortical resection following FMZ PET scanning, found that complete resection of cortex with preoperative FMZ PET abnormalities was associated with excellent surgical outcome even in the absence of a structural lesion on MRI (39).

A subgroup of patients with neocortical epileptic foci shows area(s) of decreased FMZ binding remote from the seizure focus (Fig. 15.9). The exact nature of these abnormalities is not known. Comparisons with outcome data indicate that resection of such remote FMZ abnormalities is not

**FIG. 15.8.** Decreased [11C]flumazenil binding in the right frontal cortex (arrows) in a patient with right frontal lobe epilepsy and normal MRI. The location of the seizure focus was verified by intracranial EEG monitoring.
connected regions, and were associated with seizure onset early in life and chronic intractable epilepsy (104).

Altogether, these data suggest that cortical areas with decreased FMZ binding, particularly if located in projection areas targeted by seizure propagation, may be related to repeated seizures over a relatively long period, and might represent potential areas of secondary epileptogenesis. This hypothesis, however, must be tested through further studies.

Occasionally, FMZ PET does not show any obvious focal abnormalities in patients with nonlesional extratemporal epilepsy. This is not common, but represents a limitation of FMZ PET. Further studies comparing FMZ with other PET tracers that have the capability of delineating epileptic brain regions will be useful. In fact, preliminary studies suggest that AMT PET may be helpful in some of these FMZ-negative cases (see below).

In patients with neocortical epilepsy and brain lesion, FMZ PET reliably detects most lesions, and the magnitude of decreased FMZ binding varies according to the type of lesion (98, 96, 99). Decreased FMZ binding, however, commonly extends to the perilesional cortex (Fig. 15.10), and the size of this perilesional abnormality is usually smaller than the corresponding perilesional hypometabolism shown with FDG PET (104, 96, 105). Perilesional FMZ PET abnormalities are often not concentric but eccentric, and show a good correspondence with epileptiform activity on intracranial EEG. Recently, Hammers et al (108). used a quantitative approach and found not only decreases but also increases of FMZ binding in cortex overlying or adjacent to focal cortical dysplasia. These studies support the notion that abnormal GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor binding is not confined to the cortical malformations visible on MRI, but extend beyond the structural lesion.

Objective, quantitative analysis of the FMZ PET images and their correlation with structural imaging and electrophysiologic findings are essential for optimal detection and interpretation of focal abnormalities. Further comparisons with new, emerging functional imaging modalities such as
functional MRI, magnetic resonance spectroscopy, or magnetic source imaging may help further understand the significance of in-vivo GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor abnormalities in the pathogenesis of human partial epilepsy.

**Idiopathic Generalized Epilepsy**

Flumazenil PET studies in idiopathic generalized epilepsies have provided somewhat controversial findings. Savic et al. (109) first reported normal FMZ binding in cerebral cortex and decreased receptor density in the thalamus of adult patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy. Prevett et al. (110, 111) found no differences in regional FMZ V<sub>B</sub> values between at rest scans and images obtained during absence seizures, and also when compared to normal controls. In contrast, Koepp et al. (112) reported a significant global increase of FMZ V<sub>B</sub> in the cortex, thalamus, and cerebellum in patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy, with no effect from subsequent treatment with valproate. These findings are consistent with those from electrophysiologic studies in idiopathic generalized epilepsies and provide some support for the role of the thalamus in the pathogenesis of absence seizures. However, none of the studies have shown conclusively the initiation site of the seizures, and the role of ligand/receptor PET in the diagnosis of idiopathic generalized epilepsies remains limited.

**Imaging Tryptophan Metabolism by Positron-emission Tomography**

Although AMT PET is currently available in only a handful of epilepsy centers, it appears to have strong clinical applications in selected cases of epilepsy. The first successful clinical application of AMT PET in intractable epilepsy was demonstrated in children with the tuberous sclerosis complex who were being considered for resective epilepsy surgery (113). (Fig. 15.11). In fact, AMT PET was the first PET tracer capable of differentiating between epileptogenic and nonepileptogenic lesions in the interictal state in children with tuberous sclerosis. Subsequently, it was found to be useful also in patients with other types of neocortical epilepsy, by showing increased uptake of AMT in the epileptogenic regions.

While the specificity of focally increased AMT uptake for the epileptic focus appears to be very high, its sensitivity is suboptimal and seems to depend on the underlying etiology as well as the analytic approach applied. For example, in a cohort of 63 consecutive patients with tuberous sclerosis and intractable epilepsy, visual assessment identified increased AMT uptake in only 28 cases (44.4%) but when MRI-based quantitative assessment of the AMT images was applied, the sensitivity increased to 79% (114). This apparent discrepancy is due to the fact that nonepileptogenic tubers typically show decreased AMT uptake and that some epileptogenic tubers showing relatively increased AMT uptake cannot be easily differentiated from adjacent normal cortex without quantitative analysis following coregistration with MRI (95).

Recent studies in nontuberculous sclerosis patients have shown that AMT PET can occasionally detect epileptic cortex in patients with normal MRI (115) and that histologically verified (macroscopic or microscopic) cortical dysplasia is associated with a higher occurrence of increased AMT uptake as compared to cases with nonspecific gliosis in the surgical specimen (116). This finding is consistent with previous human epileptic tissue studies showing serotoninergic hyperinnervation in dysplastic tissues but not in cortex from patients with cryptogenic epilepsy (64). Comparisons with FDG PET also showed that the area of increased AMT uptake, if present, is significantly more restricted than the extent of corresponding glucose hypometabolism. Furthermore, in some instances, AMT PET can identify epileptogenic cortex even if FDG and/or FMZ PET do not show any obvious focal abnormality (Fig. 15.12).

Although clinical experience with AMT PET is limited in medial TLE, this method does not appear to be particularly useful in localizing medial temporal foci associated with hippocampal sclerosis. However, a recent study demonstrated that AMT PET can be useful to identify the epileptic focus in patients with TLE and normal hippocampal volumes (117). In addition, AMT PET scanning in patients with previously failed neocortical resection may disclose nonresected cortex with increased AMT uptake, especially if the histology had shown cortical developmental malformation. In these cases, AMT PET has the advantage of showing increased uptake in potentially epileptogenic areas and,
receptors, has been reported in the temporal neocortex ipsilateral to the seizure focus in patients with TLE (76, 77).

However, \(^{11}C\)diprenorphine binding was not significantly different between regions in the epileptic and contralateral temporal lobes. Similarly, there is a lack of overall asymmetry of \(^{18}F\)cyclofoxy (which binds to both mu and kappa opiate receptors) binding, although some patients showed higher binding ipsilateral to the seizure focus (78). Finally, PET studies in TLE patients using the delta-receptor-selective antagonist \(^{11}C\)methyl-naltrindole show a different regional pattern of increased binding as compared to \(^{11}C\)carfentanil (122). These studies suggest a differential regulation of opiate subtypes in TLE, with greater involvement of mu and delta receptors.

Kumlien et al. (80) reported a 9–34% decrease of (S)-[\(^{11}C\)]-N-methylketamine binding (a potential tracer for NMDA receptors) ipsilateral to the seizure focus in eight patients with medial TLE. It remains unclear whether these asymmetries are due to reduced NMDA-receptor density, reduced perfusion, focal atrophy (partial volume effects), or other factors. The same group of investigators have reported increased binding of \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl, an irreversible inhibitor of monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) with a very high affinity for the enzyme, in the epileptogenic temporal lobe, particularly in the medial temporal structures (124, 125). MAO-B is exclusively localized on astrocytes, and in-vitro studies had shown that its production is increased with gliosis in conjunction with neurodegenerative changes, mainly due to an increased number of reactive astrocytes. Interestingly, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl binding was not increased in neocortical epileptic foci (124).

Thus, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl PET seems to be more sensitive in TLE than in extratemporal epilepsy. This is in contrast to AMT PET, which may show increased uptake in neocortical foci but not in sclerotic hippocampus. These studies illustrate the specificity that PET is capable of providing in various types of epilepsy when appropriate tracers are selected. Finally, in patients with complex partial seizures, \(^{11}C\)doxepin PET demonstrated an increase of H\(_1\) receptors in the seizure focus, which showed glucose hypometabolism on FDG PET (79) but these findings have not been replicated by other groups.

In summary, ligand/neuroreceptor PET studies provide new insights in the pathophysiology of human epilepsy and show differences in their sensitivity and specificity for temporal versus extratemporal lobe epilepsy. Unlike FDG, which characteristically shows decreased uptake in the region of the seizure focus interictally, some ligand and neuroreceptor tracers (such as AMT, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl and \(^{11}C\)doxepin) show increased uptake in epileptogenic brain regions even in the interictal state. This represents a clear advantage over other imaging studies, especially when multiple structural lesions are present and potentially confound detection of the epileptogenic zone. The studies reviewed above also demonstrate that various tracers capture different aspects of the epileptic process and can provide

**FIG. 15.12.** \(^{11}C\)Methyl-l-tryptophan (AMT) PET scan detecting epileptogenic cortex in a patient in whom neither FDG nor \(^{11}C\)flumazenil PET were localizing. Increased AMT uptake was seen in the epileptogenic right frontal lobe (arrow). The focus was verified by intracranial EEG. Histology showed cortical dysplasia in the surgical specimen following right frontal resection, which resulted in seizure freedom.

...unlike MRI or interictal FDG or FMZ PET, can differentiate epileptogenic cortex from non-epileptic tissue damage caused by the initial surgery.

**Opiate and Other Receptor Positron-emission Tomography Studies in Epilepsy**

Clinical experience with opiate, histamine, and NMDA neuroreceptor PET tracers is limited, and their current role in presurgical evaluation is not well established. Endogenous opioid peptides modulate neural transmission in the hippocampus, and recurrent seizures induce changes in the expression of opioid peptides and receptors (118). Animal studies suggest that endogenous opioid release may play a role in termination of seizures (119). Consistent with this, serial absence seizures were found to be associated with an acute (15–41%) reduction of \(^{11}C\)diprenorphine (a nonspecific opiate receptor ligand) binding to association areas of neocortex (120), suggesting that occupation of opiate receptors by an endogenous opioid substance may contribute to seizure termination. Similarly, Koepp et al. (121) reported decreased \(^{11}C\)diprenorphine binding in the left parieto-temporo-occipital cortex of patients with reading induced epilepsy, scanned in the activated state. In addition, increased interictal binding of \(^{11}C\)carfentanil, a selective agonist for mu opiate receptors, has been reported in the temporal neocortex ipsilateral to the seizure focus in patients with TLE (76, 77).

However, \(^{11}C\)diprenorphine binding was not significantly different between regions in the epileptic and contralateral temporal lobes. Similarly, there is a lack of overall asymmetry of \(^{18}F\)cyclofoxy (which binds to both mu and kappa opiate receptors) binding, although some patients showed higher binding ipsilateral to the seizure focus (78). Finally, PET studies in TLE patients using the delta-receptor-selective antagonist \(^{11}C\)methyl-naltrindole show a different regional pattern of increased binding as compared to \(^{11}C\)carfentanil (122). These studies suggest a differential regulation of opiate subtypes in TLE, with greater involvement of mu and delta receptors.

Kumlien et al. (80) reported a 9–34% decrease of (S)-[\(^{11}C\)]-N-methylketamine binding (a potential tracer for NMDA receptors) ipsilateral to the seizure focus in eight patients with medial TLE. It remains unclear whether these asymmetries are due to reduced NMDA-receptor density, reduced perfusion, focal atrophy (partial volume effects), or other factors. The same group of investigators have reported increased binding of \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl, an irreversible inhibitor of monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) with a very high affinity for the enzyme, in the epileptogenic temporal lobe, particularly in the medial temporal structures (124, 125). MAO-B is exclusively localized on astrocytes, and in-vitro studies had shown that its production is increased with gliosis in conjunction with neurodegenerative changes, mainly due to an increased number of reactive astrocytes. Interestingly, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl binding was not increased in neocortical epileptic foci (124).

Thus, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl PET seems to be more sensitive in TLE than in extratemporal epilepsy. This is in contrast to AMT PET, which may show increased uptake in neocortical foci but not in sclerotic hippocampus. These studies illustrate the specificity that PET is capable of providing in various types of epilepsy when appropriate tracers are selected. Finally, in patients with complex partial seizures, \(^{11}C\)doxepin PET demonstrated an increase of H\(_1\) receptors in the seizure focus, which showed glucose hypometabolism on FDG PET (79) but these findings have not been replicated by other groups.

In summary, ligand/neuroreceptor PET studies provide new insights in the pathophysiology of human epilepsy and show differences in their sensitivity and specificity for temporal versus extratemporal lobe epilepsy. Unlike FDG, which characteristically shows decreased uptake in the region of the seizure focus interictally, some ligand and neuroreceptor tracers (such as AMT, \(^{11}C\)deuterium-deprenyl and \(^{11}C\)doxepin) show increased uptake in epileptogenic brain regions even in the interictal state. This represents a clear advantage over other imaging studies, especially when multiple structural lesions are present and potentially confound detection of the epileptogenic zone. The studies reviewed above also demonstrate that various tracers capture different aspects of the epileptic process and can provide
complementary information regarding localization of epileptic foci. Multimodal registration of functional and structural images is a clinically useful tool to accurately delineate anatomical extent of functional abnormalities. Highly accurate software packages that allow detailed comparisons of ligand/neuropet receptor PET studies with scalp and intracranial EEG findings are now available, and their application will further establish the role of these new PET imaging modalities in the presurgical evaluation of intractable epilepsies.
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